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Enriching Physisorption of H2S and NH3 Gases on a Graphane Sheet

by doping with Li adatoms

∗aTanveer Hussain,∗a Puspamitra Panigrahi, and ab Rajeev Ahuja

We have used Density functional theory to investigate the adsorption efficiency of a hydrogenated graphene (graphane) sheet

for H2S and NH3 gases. We find neither the pristine graphane sheet nor the sheet defected by removing few surface H atoms

have sufficient affinity for either H2S or NH3 gas molecules. However, the graphane sheet doped with Li adatoms shows a strong

sensing affinity for both the mentioned gas molecules. We have calculated the absorption energies with one [refereed as half

coverage ] molecule and two molecules [refereed as full coverage] for both the gases with the Li-doped graphane sheet. We find,

for both the gases the calculated absorption energies are adequate enough to decide the Li-doped graphane sheet to be suitable

for sensing H2S and NH3 gases. The Li-doped sheet shows a higher affinity for the NH3 gas compared to H2S gas molecules

due to a stronger Li(s)-N(p) hybridization compared to that of Li(s)-S(p). However, while going from half coverage effect to

full coverage effect the calculated binding energies show a decreasing trend for both the gases. The calculated work function of

the Li-doped graphane sheet decreases while bringing the gas molecules to its vicinity which explains the affinity of the sheet

towards both the molecules.

1 Introduction

Graphene is the experimental isolation of a single atomic layer

of carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb lattice structure,

forming the thinnest free standing material to date. The Dirac

charge carriers in graphene and its large surface to volume ra-

tio increases the probability of the chemical reaction of the

surface atoms with various absorbates. When an adsorbate

(donors or acceptors) is exposed to the graphene surface, it

changes the charge concentration and ultimately alters the

electrical properties of the graphene surface; thus, opens the

possibility for graphene as a future gas sensor1. In recent

years, there have been a handful studies reporting the adsorp-

tion of selected gas molecules like CO, NO, NO2, N2, CO2,

H2O, CO, NO and NH3 on various graphene structures2,3,

which predict graphene as an efficient sensor, having the po-

tential to replace the conventional solid-state sensors2,3.

The introduction of heteroatoms to an ideal graphene sheet,

entirely composed of C atoms, further changes its electronic

as well as electrochemical properties to bring a tweak in its

sensing aptitude. Recently, Ying et. al. have reported the

change in the electron density of the graphene sheet during

nitrogen doping, which makes it an excellent candidate for

glucose biosensing4.

However, compared to the heteroatomic substitution, a

complete hydrogenation of graphene rather results in a

graphane sheet(CH)5,6 which looks like a graphene painted
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with hydrogen on both sides. The resulting graphane sheet

retains the thinness, strength and flexibility but has a very dif-

ferent electronic properties from that of the parent graphene.

The C−H bonding ties down the electrons which leads to an

insulating behavior for graphane7 and makes it an activated

precursor for suitable chemical modifications8. Besides the

robust transport properties, a comparatively larger adsorption

energies with different adsorbates and the tunable band gap

properties expose graphane as a superior candidate for the fu-

ture gas sensing purposes9–14.

Though the carbon based nano structures like graphene, and

graphane show a very little interaction with the adsorbents, a

drastic improvement in the binding energies of some of the

gas molecules, while introducing defects and dopants to the

surface of pristine graphene and graphane structures, have al-

ready been reported elsewhere15–18. In particular, various al-

kali metals are reported to adhere to the graphene sheet with-

out destroying its basic electronic properties while creating a

surface charge redistribution and further changing the work

function of the sheets19–22. In this context, a stable structure

of the lithium-doped graphane(CHLi) sheet has already been

reported and is found to be a prospective candidate for the fu-

ture hydrogen storage23–25.

However, very few theoretical calculations so far have been

reported on modulated graphane sheet, predicting its proper-

ties as an efficient gas sensor.

Among many, H2S is one of the toxic gases which is ex-

tremely harmful for the human beings as well as for the atmo-

sphere and it is found to be fatal if the concentration goes be-

yond 250 ppm26. Therefore, the detection, sensing and moni-

toring of H2S gas at different circumstances is very important

for us and our environment. On the other way, though NH3
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gas is useful in various fields like in agriculture, industry, and

medical, is rather considered as a toxic gas too when used at

high concentration27. Thus, it is very much necessary to have

an efficient sensor to avoid the dangerous consequences of the

presence of such NH3 and H2S gases when needed.

In this work, by using Density functional theory we have

studied a defected graphane sheet (CH) by introducing Hy-

drogen vacancies. We find, the absorption energies of the

hydrogen deficient graphane sheet with NH3 and H2S gases

are not adequate enough for the sensing purpose. Further,

we have doped the graphane sheet with two Li atoms at the

Hydrogen sites. The Li atoms are kept far apart to avoid the

clustering effect. We find a stable structure for this Li-doped

graphene structure (CHLi) which is having an ample amount

of absorption energy for sensing NH3 and H2S gases. We have

calculated the absorption energies with one molecule and two

molecules of both the gases with CHLi sheet. During this ph-

ysisorption process the band gap of the CHLi structure shows

a decreasing trend. However, while going from one molecules

to two molecules the absorption energies show an decreasing

trend for both the gases.

2 Computational Methods

We have performed first principles DFT calculations using

projector augmented wave method (PAW) as implemented

within VASP package28–31. The approximation to the ex-

change and correlation potential is executed using Perdew-

Burke-Ernzerhof functional32. The graphane (CH) sheet is

modeled as a 4 × 4 × 1 supercell having 64 atoms(C32H32)

for this study. In order to have a Li-doped graphane sheet

(C32H30Li2), the two Li atoms are substituted at the H site as

shown in Fig. 1(a,b). During the periodic calculation a vac-

uum space of 15 Å has been inserted along the z direction to

minimize the interaction between the periodic images of the

mentioned sheets.

To investigate the sensing mechanism of H2S and NH3 on

the Li-doped graphane sheet we have exposed the C32H30Li2
sheet first with one formula unit of H2S and NH3 molecules

separately as shown in Fig 2 (a, b) and Fig 3 (a, b) respectively.

In the next step we have introduced the Li-doped graphane

sheet with two formula unit of H2S and NH3 molecules in the

similar fashion as shown in Fig 2 (c, d) and Fig 3 (c, d).

For sampling the Brillouin zone, we have used a dense (5

x 5 x 3) k-points mesh in Monkhorst-Pack33 schemes. For

Fig. 1 (color on line) Side view (a) and top view (b) of the optimized

structure of C32H30Li2 sheet, blue, green and red balls represent C,

H and Li atoms respectively.

getting ground state of all the above mentioned structures, we

have kept the criterion of forces acting on each ion to be less

than 0.005 eV/ Å . A very accurate converged energy cut off

of 450 eV have been used for the plane wave basis set. In

our conventional DFT calculation, the approximation of ex-

change correlation potential within Local density approxima-

tion (LDA) overestimates the binding energies but performs

better job in case of weakly interacting systems whereas the

generalized gradient approximation (GGA) usually underes-

timates the binding energies. To have a better description of

H2S and NH3 physisorption over CHLi, we have used LDA

approximations along with the van der Waals correction as

implemented in the DFT-D2 approach by Grimme34 within

the VASP package and benchmarked by Tomas et al35. Here,

a semi-empirical dispersion potential is added to our conven-

tional Kohn-Sham DFT energy.

To have a better understanding of adsorption effect of H2S

and NH3 on defected C32H30Li2 graphane sheet, we have cal-

culated the work function φ of the bare and physisorbed sheets

as;

φ =V (φ)−E f (1)

Where, φ , V (φ) and E f are the work function, electrostatic

potential at vacuum level and the Fermi energy of the Li-doped

graphane sheet respectively.
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Fig. 2 (color on line) Side view (a,c) and top (b,d) of the optimized

structure of C32H30Li2 sheet physisorbed with H2S gas molecule,

Blue, green, red and magenta balls represent C, H, Li and S atoms

respectively. Here Fig (a, b) are for half coverage and (c,d) presents

full coverage effect respectively.

3 Results and Discussion

Here onwards, we have divided our results in three different

parts. In the first part we have discussed the structural proper-

ties of the Li-doped graphane sheet. In the second part we have

considered the absorption mechanism of H2S on graphane

sheet at different concentrations and the third part deals with

that of NH3 on graphane sheet.

3.1 Structural properties of Li-doped graphane

A complete hydrogenation turns the metallic graphene to a

wide band gap (∼ 5 eV ) graphane (CH). Our optimized struc-

ture of the 64 atom pristine graphane sheet doped with Li as

a C32H30Li2 graphane sheet is shown in the Figure 1(a, b). In

the Li-doped optimized graphane sheet the C−C, C−H and

C−Li bond lengths are found to be 1.54 Å , 1.10 Å and 1.98

Å respectively.

However, for an efficient utilization of a metal functional-

ized graphane sheet, the metal to graphane binding should be

always high enough to prevent the metal-metal clustering ef-

fect which could cease the performance of a designed sensor.

Thus, it is important to maintain a reasonably high adatom-

adatom distance (low doping concentration) on the defected

Fig. 3 (color on line) Side view (a,c) and top (b,d) of the optimized

structure of C32H30Li2 sheet physisorbed with NH3 gas molecule,

Blue, green, red and orange balls represent C, H, Li and N atoms

respectively. Here Fig (a, b) are for half coverage and (c,d) presents

full coverage effect respectively.

graphane sheet to avoid the clustering effect25. Here, in the

modeled Li doped graphane sheet, we have maintained a dis-

tance of 8.8 Å between the two Li adatoms. The binding

energy is estimated to be -2.3 eV per Li atom. A signifi-

cant decreasing trend in the binding energies of the Li doped

graphane sheet while increasing the Li doping concentration

from 50% to 3.12% has already been reported in previous

studies36,37. At higher doping concentration, the possibility

of clustering between the Li adatoms ultimately lowers the

binding energies of the Li doped graphane sheet; thus a 3.12

% of Li doping concentration is carefully maintained for this

current study. The band gap of the defected C32H30 graphane

sheet (two H atoms are removed) is calculated to be ∼ 1.5

eV and when doped with Li, the band gap of the C32H30Li2
graphane sheet further reduces 0.96 eV (Table 1) which is also

evident from the density of states (DOS) plot as shown in Fig.

4 (a,b). Very similar metallic behavior for the graphane sheet,

having higher doping concentration of different metal adatoms

like Li, Na, K, Be, Mg, and Ca, have also been reported else

where18,20,25. Other than that, compared to other adatoms, the

Li to graphane sheet binding energy is found to be higher. The

strong CH-Li binding allows the uniform distribution of Li

over the sheet and also nullifies the possibility of Li-Li cluster

formation, which is highly desirable to preserve the reversibil-
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ity of the designed system.

Fig. 4 (color on line) Fig (a) is the Partial DOS plot of C(p), and

H(s) of defected graphne sheet. Fig (b) is that of the C(p), H(s),
and Li(s) in the C32H30Li2 sheet.

From the DOS plot we see the valence band regions near

the Fermi energy is mostly dominated by Li(s); the band gap

of the defected C32H30 graphane sheet got reduced while in-

troducing Li to the sheet. Near the Fermi energy we find a

C(p)−Li(s) hybridization which leads to an increase in bind-

ing energy per Li atom for the doped C32H30Li2 sheet by 2.5

eV. Henceforth, the graphane sheet doped with Li which re-

sults in gain in binding energy leads to a comparatively stabler

C32H30Li2 graphane sheet and will be further discussed for the

sensing of H2S and NH3 gases.

3.2 Adsorption Energy of H2S

Our rigorous computation leads to the most preferred structure

for the H2S molecule over the C32H30Li2 sheet as shown in Fig

2 (a,b) (c, d) for one [refereed as half coverage ] and two H2S

molecules [refereed as full coverage] respectively. We have

calculated the adsorption energies as well as the band gap of

the resulting structures in terms of coverage effect. The aver-

age distance of the H2S molecule from the C32H30Li2 sheet is

found to be same 2.47 Å for both the coverage effect. With the

half coverage effect, the estimated binding is -0.44 eV and that

with full coverage effect turns out to be -0.36 eV. The negative

sign indicates the affinity of Li-doped graphene sheet towards

the H2S molecule. Thus, with increase in coverage effect the

affinity shows a decreasing trend. On the other hand, the esti-

mated binding energies of H2S molecule on defected graphane

sheet C32H30 without Li doping are found to be with +ve sign

which shows that affinity of defected graphane sheet towards

H2S is inadequate enough to solve the purpose of a gas sensor.

To get confidence about our results, we have performed all the

calculation using LDA approach as well as van der Waals cor-

rection approach as implemented in the DFT-D2. Here, the

binding energies of C32H30Li2 sheet physisorbed with H2S es-

timated from both the methods are summarized in Table 1. We

have found a similar decreasing trend in the adsorption energy

with half coverage effect to full coverage effect in both the

methods (Table 1). The estimated band gap also shows a de-

creasing trend from 1.1 eV to 0.67 eV while going from half

to full coverage effect (Table 1). To understand the electronic

structure of the physisorbed system we have plotted the par-

tial density of states (PDOS) of C(p), Li(s), S(p) and H(s) as

shown in Fig 5 (a). We find, the S(p) shows a strong hybridiza-

tion with C(p) as well as with Li(s) near the Fermi energy [Fig

5(a)] which explains the affinity of Li-doped graphane sheet

towards H2S gas molecule. However, with full coverage effect

Li(s) bands gets brodened near the fermi energy compared to

the half coverage effect. With increasing S concentration the

extra S(p) bands are rather more spreaded to the conduction

band region which are not participating strongly to the parent

C32H30Li2 sheet. Thus, the affinity decreases with increasing

the concentration of gas molecule.

Fig. 5 (color on line) Fig (a) is the Partial DOS plot of C(p), H(s),
Li(s) and S(p) of the C32H30Li2 sheet physisorbed with H2S gas

molecule whereas Fig (b) shows that of the C(p), H(s), Li(s) and

N(p) of the C32H30Li2 sheet physisorbed with NH3 gas. The solid

line presents the half coverage effect whereas the dotted line shows

the full coverage effect for both the gases.
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Table 1 The adsorption energies Eads in eV calculated with LDA and van der Waals (Vdw) approaches. CHLi represents the Li-doped

graphane sheet. CHLi−H2S and CHLi−NH3 presents the CHLi sheet exposed to H2S and NH3 gases.

System Coverage LDA-Eads Vdw-Eads band gap work f unction(φ)
( eV/molecule) ( eV/molecule) ( eV) ( eV)

CHLi - - - 0.96 2.76

CHLi−H2S half -0.92 -0.43 1.10 2.68

full -0.76 -0.36 0.67 2.42

CHLi−NH3 half -1.35 -0.83 0.76 2.44

full -1.10 -0.76 0.43 2.11

3.3 Adsorption Energy of NH3

We have performed our calculation for NH3 gas over the the

C32H30Li2 sheet in the similar fashion as that of H2S molecule.

The most preferred optimized configurations of NH3 over

C32H30Li2 sheet with half coverage and full coverage are

shown in Fig 3 (a, b) and (c, d) respectively. The average

bond distance from NH3 to C32H30Li2 sheet is found to be ∼

2.03 Å for both the coverage effect. However, unlike H2S the

NH3 molecule undergoes a structural relaxation in presence of

C32H30Li2 sheet. The N −H bond distance which is 1.017 Å

in its isolated configuration becomes 1.023 Å and 1.025 Å

with half and full coverage effect respectively. Also the ini-

tial H −N−H bond angle changes from 107.80o to 107.630o.

For NH3 gas molecule, the binding energies are estimated to

be -0.83 eV and -0.76 eV per molecule for the half coverage

and full coverage respectively which are higher compared to

that of H2S. The details of binding energy calculation with van

der Waals correction are give in Table 1. Here, the band gap

also shows a similar decreasing trend from 0.76 eV to 0.43 eV

like the previous one (Table1). We have also plotted the par-

tial density of states (PDOS) of C(p), Li(s), N(p) and H(s)
as shown in Fig 5(b). We find, there is a strong hybridization

between C(p) with N(p) here compared to that of C(p) with

S(p) in the H2S physisorbed graphane sheet [Fig 5(a)]. The

C(p) and N(p) have also strong hybridization with Li(s) near

the Fermi energy [Fig 5(b)]; which leads to higher affinity of

Li-doped graphane sheet towards NH3 gas molecule compared

to that for the H2S gas molecule (Table 1). With full coverage

effect of NH3, similar decreasing effect is happening like that

of H2S gas molecule.

3.4 Change in Work Function (φ )

The surface reactivity of the doped graphane sheet towards

the gas molecule will mostly depend upon the surface poten-

tial variation which could be perceived by the change in work

function φ . The work function is the minimum amount of

energy required to remove the electron from the Fermi level

to far enough. While the electron moves through the surface

region, the φ becomes sensitive towards any changes at the

surface in presence of other gas molecules. Thus, the change

in φ could determine the operating condition of the Li-doped

graphane sheet as a gas sensor. Since, during the physisorption

process the gas molecules introduce a net dipole moment due

to a charge transfer between the surface and the gas molecule.

Thus, there will be a shift in work function which could fur-

ther change the sensing properties of the system38–41. Here,

we have calculated the work function as per equ. 1 for the

bare C32H30Li2 sheet and while the sheet is physisorbed with

H2S, and NH3 at different coverage effect and summarized in

Table1. We find both H2S, and NH3 molecules shows a de-

creasing trend in the work function for the physisorbed sheet

compared to the bare sheet and the resulting work functions

even get smaller when we go from full coverage to half cov-

erage effect (Table 1). In general, the φ depends upon the

the energy difference between the Fermi level and conduction

band. We find from our PDOS plots as shown in Fig 5 (a,b),

for both the gas molecules while going from half coverage ef-

fect to full coverage effect the energy difference between the

Fermi level to the conduction band decreases so do the work

functions (Table 1). From our Bader charge analysis42 we

find, in the case of pristine C32H30Li2 sheet, as mentioned be-

fore, two H atoms have been replaced with Li atoms. Due to

higher electronegativity of C than Li, there is a charge transfer

from Li to C. Our analysis reveals that 0.98 e of charge have

been transferred from both Li adatoms and accumulated at the

C sites which are bonded directly with Li atoms. However,

a small fraction of these charge will be acquired by those H

atoms laying in the vicinity of C and Li atoms which leads to

a state where the Li are with partial positive charge. In case

of H2S adsorption for both the coverage effect, there is hardly

any transfer of charge from H2S to the C32H30Li2 sheet. There

is interchange of electric charge within the H2S molecules and

the interaction of incident molecules with the sheet is due to

weak van der Waals type of interaction. Whereas in case of

NH3 molecules the H atoms transfer their charge to the N
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atom within the molecule resulting into a net negative charge

on N and positive charge on H atoms. During exposer of NH3

molecules to the C32H30Li2 sheet, precisely 0.06 e and 0.01 e

unit of charge have been transferred to N atoms from Li atoms

in case of half and full coverage effect respectively.

4 Summary

In summary, the absorption of H2S and NH3 gas molecules

on Li-doped graphane sheet is investigated by using Density

functional theory. We find both the molecules are very well

physisorbed onto the Li-doped graphane sheet. However, the

sheet has a higher affinity for the NH3 gas molecule compared

to H2S gas molecule. The C(p)-N(p) hybridization in case of

NH3 physisorption is more efficient compared to that of C(p)-
S(p) hybridization during H2S physisorption. However, while

increasing the concentration of both the gases while exposing

to the graphane sheet, the affinity shows a decreasing trend.

The work function (φ ) which determines the surface reactivity

also shows a decreasing trend for the Li-doped graphane sheet

during physisorption of both the gas molecules. A very simi-

lar trend is observed for the calculated binding energies while

using the LDA potential as well as with the van der Waals cor-

rection as implemented in the DFT-D2 approach which gives

the confidence for the robustness of our approach.
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